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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

The quality of our everyday decisions depends heavily on the quality of
our perception of the world. The more accurate and consistent our repre-
sentation of the physical world is, the more information we can use in our
favour. Many aspects of how this representation forms have become well
understood. For example, the pathway through which visual information
reaches our cortices and is subsequently processed into an understanding
of brightness, color, shape, and orientation has been described extensively
(Biederman, ����; Marr et al., ����). Visual, spatial, auditory and tactile
information are integrated by the brain into a coherent representation of
our environment. We need information about what is happening around
us, but it is useless if we do not know when it happened. The properties
of the world we interact with unfold over time. Therefore, our perception
of time is one of our most fundamental properties.

Surprisingly, a large body of questions about how our brain manages
to process temporal information remains unanswered. However, observed
behavior from experiments on animals and humans teach us about our
specific abilities to trace the passing of time. For example, rodents
can be readily trained to withhold the press of a lever for a precise
amount of time if they are specifically conditioned to do so (Gibbon,
����). Furthermore, neurophysiological correlates of time perception have
been identified, for example, in cortico-striatal circuits (Macar et al.,
����; Matell & Meck, ����). However, most studies of time perception
are performed in artificial, controlled settings. Therefore, the question
remains: do these observed behaviours generalise to real behaviour in
everyday life? In this thesis I bridge the gap between between knowledge
about time perception we accumulated through fundamental lab research,
and knowledge we accumulated by studying time perception in more
ecologically valid settings.

�.� the scalar property of time perception
On a long enough scale, we can perceive the passage of time by observing
the natural rhythms or the world. The passing of a year is indicated
by the revival of vegetation, months follow the predictable lunar cycle,
and each �� hours we can be certain the earth will have made a full
revolution around its axis. Although the passing of time can be deducted
from observing our environment, time can be felt also in the absence
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� introduction

of these external cues. For example, the ±�� hour circadian rhythm
originates from within, and is regulated from the suprachiasmatic nuclei
(Reppert & Weaver, ����). In turn, this rhythm determines levels of
melatonin, core body temperature and cortisol (Czeisler et al., ����).
In practice, telling the time of the day happens through a mixture of
internal and external cues.

Our more deliberate actions are guided by our sense of time on a
scale between minutes and seconds. For example, ringing our neighbours
doorbell starts an internal time-keeping process in order to decide if
enough time has passed to conclude our neighbour is not at home (or,
alternatively, maybe they had not heard it and you need to ring it again).
It is beneficial for us to not wait �� minutes for the door to be answered,
but also to not conclude nobody is home after � seconds. In this example,
the optimal target duration is noisy, and we should expect a relatively
wide distribution of durations. In controlled lab experiments, participants
show they can quickly learn the shape of these distributions and adapt
their behaviour accordingly (Balcı, Freestone, Simen, et al., ����; Church
et al., ����; Matell & Meck, ����). Thus, because our neighbour does
not always answer the door after exactly �� seconds, our system of time
keeping has found a way to be adaptive to uncertain situations (Maaß,
Schlichting, et al., ����).

Regardless of the noise in the information we are bombarded with,
additional noise is introduced by our sensory system. Our sense of time
is no exception in this regard. This is reflected in the fact that time
perception - like our other senses - has a scalar property. The accuracy
with which we can perceive a duration depends on the magnitude of
that duration (Gibbon, ����; P. Lewis & Miall, ����; Wearden, ����).
So, although any participant in a behavioral experiment could, without
error, distinguish a �-second duration from a �-second duration, that
same participant would have great di�culty distinguishing a ���-second
duration from a ���-second duration.

�.� timing in the brain
Noisy information about the duration of events is integrated into our
cognitive system, which allows us to make decisions. But, it remains
unclear what role dedicated neural mechanisms play in generating this
information. It can be argued that information about the passing of time
can simply be observed in the environment, and therefore no dedicated
time keeper is required (Ivry & Schlerf, ����). For example, in the
context of circadian timing, no complicated system of melatonin, body
temperature, and cortisol is required if one just uses the day-night cycle
to keep track of the duration of a day. That is, statistical regularities in
the environment can be used to keep track of time on a variety of time



�.� timing in the brain �

scales (J. M. Salet et al., ����). However, when participants are asked to
judge the duration of stimuli in the absence of external temporal cues,
information about duration must originate from within.

�.�.� Theories of Time Perception

Most theories on time perception can be categorized in one of two groups.
One group of theories assume timekeeping in the brain happens with the
aid of a dedicated clock mechanism: e.g., Scalar Expectancy Theory (SET),
Striatal Beat-Frequency (SBF). The other group assumes time perception
arises as an internal property of other perceptual and cognitive processes:
e.g., State Dependent Network (SDN) models, Internal Reference Model
(IRM).

One of the most prominent dedicated clock theories, Scalar Expectancy
Theory (SET, Gibbon, ����; Gibbon et al., ����), is built around the
idea that an internal pacemaker mechanism emits pulses at a regular rate.
In turn, these pulses can be counted by an accumulator when attention
is focused on time. The number of pulses can be stored in memory for
reference at a later moment. The pacemaker-accumulator model has been
proven useful in terms of simplicity, ability to accurately predict timing,
and decision performance in a broad spectrum of tasks (Buhusi & Meck,
����). However, it has been criticized in terms of degrees of freedom
(Roberts & Pashler, ����) and biological plausibility (van Rijn et al.,
����).

A more biologically plausible mechanism of an internal clock is found
in the Striatal Beat-Frequency model (SBF, Matell & Meck, ����). They
assume that groups of neurons in the cortex and thalamus each oscillate
at particular regular frequencies between � and �� Hz. The phase of
these oscillations may be reset through dopaminergic input (e.g., at the
start of a to-be-timed interval). Coinciding firing of these oscillating
groups of neurons can be detected by medium spiny neurons (MSNs) in
the striatum. For example, if three neurons of respectively � Hz, �.� Hz
and �� Hz reset simultaneously, their phase will align again for the first
time after approximately �.� seconds. Through Hebbian learning, the
particular MSN receiving input from these specific oscillators is trained
to encode for �.� seconds.

Both SET and SBF consider that subjective time is kept with a
dedicated mechanism. However, considering humans and animals must
continuously keep track of many simultaneous intervals in parallel, a
dedicated clock for each of those intervals becomes implausible. This
problem may be reconciled in models that assume temporal information
originates from inherent neural dynamics, instead of dedicated systems
(Ivry & Schlerf, ����). For example, Buonomano and Merzenich (����)
and Karmarkar and Buonomano (����) argue that spatial patterns of
neural activation in the cortex code for temporal information.
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�.�.� Memory as a Starter

In order to know when an event occurred, one must remember what that
event entailed. Therefore, is has been suggested that memory consolida-
tion and time perception are based on the same underlying mechanisms
(Gu et al., ����). Memory consolidation has been repeatedly shown
to elicit a strong positive event related potential (ERP) in the EEG,
referred to as P� (Donchin, ����), and its latency relative to the stimulus
that is consolidated can reliably be determined even on single trial level
(Chennu et al., ����).

In Chapter � I describe an experiment in which we manipulated the
latency of memory consolidation using an Attentional Blink (AB) task.
This task entails reporting two targets (numbers, T� and T�) that are
hidden within a stream of distractors (letters). The targets are di�cult to
identify, because targets and distractors are shown in a rapid serial visual
presentation (RSVP) in which each target is shown for only ��� ms. Since
the participants are actively trying to see the numbers, and suppress
the letters, seen targets are consolidated into memory and produce a
measurable P�. However, if T� is presented in rapid succession after
T�, the identity of T� is often missed: the attentional blink (Chun &
Potter, ����). The AB is generally elicited when T� is presented around
��� ms after T�: the attentional blink window. Interestingly, when a T�
in the AB window is not blinked, its elicited P� component has been
reported to be slightly delayed (Vogel & Luck, ����). Therefore, we used
this task to ask participants when they saw a target, while being able
to accurately determine at which point in time memory consolidation
occurred. Surprisingly, the variance in latency of P� signals could not be
explained by temporal judgements on a timeline. This indicates that, at
least when judging time intervals in an AB task, memory consolidation
does not serve as a starter of interval timing.

�.�.� Arousal as an Accelerator

A common conception about temporal distortions relates to a clock
speeding up or slowing down. But, a sped up or slowed down clock does
not lead to distortions per se. A ����-ms interval (e.g., a beep) learned
with a relatively fast moving clock, can be veridically retrieved in a
condition in which that clock still moves the same speed. However, if that
clock would slow down during the period between learning and retrieving,
the same ����-ms period becomes distorted. The nature of that distortion
depends on the task requirement. For example, if a participant would
again be presented that ����-ms beep and was asked if it was longer
or shorter than the first, the answer would more likely to be “shorter”.
Conversely, if the participant was asked to keep a button pressed for the
same duration, the produced interval would become longer.
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Although these e�ects has been shown to occur (Droit-Volet et al.,
����; Grommet et al., ����; Halbertsma & Van Rijn, ����), the mecha-
nism through which the speeding up or slowing down of this clock could
occur is not undebated (Droit-Volet & Meck, ����; Lake et al., ����).
A shared problem in these studies is the low ecological validity of factors
that are manipulated. Most of these experimental manipulations entail
static stimuli which may only elicit a brief e�ect on temporal cognition.
For example, the static fear inducing stimuli that were shown to alter
duration judgements may not reflect the dynamic unfolding of a fearful
situation over time.

Chapter � describes a study I performed in which arousal through
fear was induced in a relatively natural setting: using a horror movie.
Participants were repeatedly cued throughout the movie (roughly twice
per minute) to press a button for ���� ms, an interval they had learned
to reproduce earlier. The results show that temporal distortions caused
by fear do not exclusively originate from arousal-based e�ects. Dynam-
ically unfolding fearful situations may include a buildup of anxiety in
anticipation of a negative event (e.g., medium angle close-up shots and
suspenseful music start playing). But, sometimes the acute fearful event
happens by complete surprise (e.g., suddenly a door slams). I argue that
the latter may indeed speed up temporal processing and therefore cause
the reproductions to become shorter. This e�ect has been reported earlier
in studies using electrical shocks (Fayolle et al., ����). However, I also
show that the mere anticipation of a negative event caused reproductions
to become longer. This may indicate that during these periods attention
is drawn away from the timing task. As a result, the e�ect of increased
arousal is mitigated. This attentional e�ect has also been repeatedly
reported in timing studies (Taatgen et al., ����; Zakay & Block, ����).

�.�.� Decisions Based on a Sped Up Clock

Reproducing a ����-ms interval may not be something we do in the
real world all too often, especially if the reproduction holds no further
meaning to us. The meaning of accurate or distorted timing becomes
more apparent when we are faced with urgent decisions: they must
be made before a deadline. Being able to accurately estimate when
that deadline is going to happen allows for more time to accumulate
information that leads to a better decision. Decision-making processes
that are subject to a speed-accuracy trade-o� are well described using
Linear Ballistic Accumulator models (LBA, Brown & Heathcote, ����).
For example, in a two-alternative forced-choice task, the LBA model
predicts response time according to parameters that may vary between
conditions. According to the dominant theories of speed-accuracy trade-
o�, two di�erent parameters of this LBA can account for the e�ects of a
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response deadline: it creates an additive urgency component (Drugowitsch
et al., ����) or the choice threshold is lowered (Boehm et al., ����).

In Chapter � I describe a study that demonstrates that a sped up
internal clock speeds up decision making under time pressure, leading
to less accurate decisions. The speed of temporal processing has been
shown earlier to be increased by various factors: e.g., arousal (Tamm
et al., ����), emotion (Droit-Volet & Meck, ����), anticipation (Lake
et al., ����), and increased core body temperature (Tamm et al., ����).
In the current study, the latter is induced by immersing participants up
to the neck in warm (��°C) or neutral (��°C) water. Specifically, we
investigate whether the speed-up caused by this elevated temperature
caused faster decisions through an additive urgency component, or by a
lowering of the decision threshold.

�.� timing in the real world
Careful consideration of experimental designs is required in order to
generalise timing behaviour in the lab to timing behaviour in the real
world (Matthews & Meck, ����). We must accept that time perception in
itself is not a skill that is required for survival. Rather, time perception is
embedded in our everyday tasks, and should be studied in such settings.

In Part iii I describe two studies that aim to generalize earlier findings
from timing studies to more real-life settings. When asking a participant
to perform any cognitive task, we assume that this participant has un-
derstood all instructions and is performing at full capacity. In reality, we
are often faced with large individual di�erences in performance between
participants. Whether this individual di�erence arises from variation in
maximum capacity or simply from variation in motivation is a question
that requires attention when designing experiments.

�.�.� Timing Under Risk

Generally, participants are compensated for their participation in our
experiments. However, performance on individual trials becomes more
meaningful for the participant if the reward depends on it directly. It
motivates participants to perform optimally. This was observed in a
study I present in Chapter �. Participants who were rewarded for
performing accurately on a timing task were shown to be well aware
of their own impreciseness. For example, if premature responses were
punished by reducing the amount of money earned, imprecise participants
would adjust their responses more than the more precise participants.
Interestingly, regardless of actual timing preciseness, participants adjust
rather implicitly in a way that is near optimal. Similar findings had
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earlier been reported in humans (for a review: Balcı, Freestone, Simen,
et al., ����), but also in rodents (Balcı et al., ����; Freestone et al.,
����).

However, it remains unclear if this implicit trait is specific for timing
tasks, or whether a more explicit risk-seeking or risk-avoiding trait
influences this behavior. Therefore, the participants in our experiment
also perform a distance estimation task analogous to the timing task.
We were able to confirm that when minor risk is involved, biases in
optimality generalized from time estimation to distance estimation.

�.�.� Timing When it Matters

The only way to truly motivate participants to display behavior as they
would in real-life situations, we must observe them in their real-life
situations. This is what I did in a study described in Chapter � in
which we analyzed a large set of replays of the online multiplayer real-
time strategy game (RTS) StarCraft�. Players of this game benefit from
having an accurate perception of a particular interval. The timing task
they perform is analogous to the Fixed Interval task that has been used
in timing research for decades (Roberts, ����).

However, players of StarCraft� are simultaneously performing many
other tasks. Because all actions a player performs are systematically
logged, we were able to determine the e�ect of distracted attention on
interval timing. Specifically, it has been argued that distracted attention
may decrease temporal processing. According to Attentional Gate (AG,
Zakay & Block, ����) theory - an adaptation of SET theory - this
decrease happens because pulses can only reach the accumulator if
enough attention is available. However, using the data from this real-life
(albeit virtual) timing task, we showed that being distracted throughout
the interval does not influence timing nearly as much as when the player
is distracted right before a response if required. This finding led us to
conclude that being distracted from timing does not influence the timing
process itself, but merely if that timing information is being accessed to
guide performance.

�.� three levels of validity
The studies I describe in this thesis can be evaluated based on the
level of ecological validity in three domains. (�) How ecologically valid
is the experimental manipulation? For example, is the intensity of a
manipulation representative of something we could encounter in a real-
world situation? (�) How ecologically valid are the task demands of an
experiment? Task demands such as reproducing intervals with a motor
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action can be considered ecologically valid when, for example, a real-
world value is attributed to their outcome. (�) Are we observing and
recording actual timing behavior from an every-day task? In very specific
situations, information about timing behavior can be stored, especially
when participants are interacting with technology such as electronic user
interfaces and computer games. Analysis of large scale databases with
this type of information may prove to be a valuable source of knowledge
about the role of time perception in our cognitive system.
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